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Two Common Problems Of In-dash DVD GPS Navigation System

In-dash DVD GPS Navigation System has achieved a great popularity among car owners, and now
many people prefer to get it installed in the vehicle by themselves. For some reasons(such as the
lack of experience, careless and so on), the DVD GPS player may appear some problems and
some functions can't run. Among which, GPS navigation problem is one of the most common faults
you may meet. Now let's know about two common GPS navigation problems, as well as the
solutions.  

The GPS navigation doesn't work after you finish installing a car DVD player in your vehicle, usually
there are two situations:

GPS Map Card Reading Problem of Car DVD Player. When you plug the GPS map card into the
DVD player, it can't read map card, or the words of "Storage Card" don't appear on the screen when
you set the navigation path. In such case, the GPS can't work. Then you may refer to following
solution: first, you need to make sure whether the map software runs properly. Once you make sure
that the map software runs well, try to re-plug the GPS map card into the corresponding SD slot
after you start up the dvd player. If "Storage Card" still don't appear on the screen, you may check
the ribbon cable of GPS deck and re-plug the map card once more. Then you can start up the dvd
player and try again (when you re-download the map software, firstly remember to format the map
card, and then download the new suitable map software). If the fault is still not excluded after above
operation, it may be the problem of the machine's card slot.

'No Signal' Problems of Car DVD Player. When you click the GPS navigation icon, or use SD slots,
USB port, DVD or other functions, it appears the words of 'No Signal' on the screen. You may be
able to solve this problem referring to following steps: first make sure whether you use above
functions in a right way. Generally speaking, it appears this problem, mainly because that there is
something wrong with the cable wire of the DVD player. Check the cable wires distributed between
main board and panel, USB slot, SD slot, decoding deck or machine core. Then re-plug the wires
tightly. After you have done these but the fault is still not excluded, then it may be because that the
main board of the DVD player go wrong. You may need expert help.

If you decide to install a car DVD player by yourself, you are likely to encounter the situation that the
built-in GPS navigation does not work. Then you may try to solve these faults according to above
solutions. Hope that will help you a lot!
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